
USING LAUNCH VIEW

HOMEROOM DASHBOARDS - USING LAUNCH VIEW

Launch View allows a user to access a variety of assessment views for literally any assessment and/or student

group available in Homeroom.

ACCESSING LAUNCH VIEW

Launch View may be accessed in two ways.

If an assessment container has a Launcher tab, select

the tab and then the Assessment Widget: Launcher.

Alternatively, you can access the Launch Assessment

through the left navigation menu under Assessment
Tests.

Either method will give you a window with six choices for delving into a specific assessment type.
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All the assessments are set up similarly.  Click on the icon, and a three-step window will appear.

First, Pick a Student Group, Select an Assessment, then select Launch View, and the data will appear.

Remember that once you are in an assessment view, you can access the Related Views list using the Action Gear

in the top right corner.  Which Related Views are displayed is based on the assessment shown.
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LAUNCH VIEW ICONS

Assessment Test Scores

The Assessment Test Scores Launcher allows you to select a student group and an assessment test and see the
Single Test Assessment view of that assessment for the students selected.

Assessment Subgroup Comparison

The Assessment Subgroup Comparison Launcher allows users to disaggregate an assessment by various
subgroups (race/ethnicity, program, gender, etc.). The method takes the performance levels of a specific
assessment and then parses them out by the various subgroup components.  More detailed information is
available in the Subgroup Comparison Article.
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Assessment Set Scores

The Assessment Set Scores Launcher allows you to view an assessment set for a selected group of students.

Assessment Scores with Strands

The Assessment Scores with Strands will enable you to view an assessment and its strands once decided.

An example would be to choose an SBA Summative Mathematics grade-level assessment, and the display will

show the overall summative score and the scores on each related claim.

Progress Monitoring

If your district practices Progress Monitoring on an assessment, this launcher allows you to select a student group
and the progressing monitoring assessment to see a table of related scores.
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Assessment Item Analysis

If your district loads item-level data, you can explore assessment with the Assessment Item Analysis launch view.
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